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 Robust protection with a natural response and integrated high-fidelity speakers 
The PACS PRO Communicator offers the best of both worlds combining our flat response hearing protection with the same high-fidelity 
speakers as used in our J-Series In-Ear monitors. The PACS PRO Communicator allows those working in noisy environments to stay in 
touch and in tune with their surroundings and also connect to monitoring and communications systems with confidence for crystal 
clear communications and highly accurate monitoring. The PACS PRO Communicator gives you control of your sound environment and 
allows you to perform in complete comfort and safety using the most natural filters and speakers available. 
 

 

 

 Hear everything you need to and nothing you don’t 
The PACS PRO Communicator is a revolution in in-ear monitoring and communication solutions offering both hearing protection and 
audio playback of the highest fidelity. The PACS PRO filter gives optimum protection in high-noise environments keeping all the 
frequencies you hear in perfect balance but at safe levels, using the latest filter design techniques it also keeps your own voice sounding 
perfectly natural, aiding communication. For audio playback the PACS PRO Communicator uses the same highly accurate speaker that 
we use in our J-Series custom in-ear monitor giving you rich and detailed sound for both vocal communications and music monitoring 
making it perfect for all kinds of audio sources, finished with a 3.5mm stereo connector you’ll also have no trouble connecting it to 
whichever equipment you like. The PACS PRO Communicator gives you the ability to work in confidence in the loudest of environments 
knowing that what you hear is precisely accurate whether it’s your audio feed or the sound in the world around you. 
 

 

 

 The next generation of filter design 
The PACS PRO filter series have been designed anew with the wearer in mind. For starters, it’s smaller than many competing filters 
which means it can fit into smaller ears without any protrusion which is great for both comfort and aesthetics because it will always fit 
snugly underneath a helmet. The filters are also interchangeable so you can chop and change as your environment demands to any 
other filter in the PRO range giving you complete control over your protection with just a single set of earmoulds.  
 

 

 

Filters 
  

All our PACS Pro Range Filters can be fitted into the PACS Pro Communicator, so you can customise the PACS Pro Communicator to suit 
your needs. The PACS PRO filters range from an avg. attenuation of 12 dB to 31 dB (class 5) incl. Impact Filters for sudden impact noises. 
 

 

 

Technical Specifications 
    

No. of Drivers 2 (1 in each earmould) Cable Type Clear Kevlar 
Build Material 40 shore, custom fit, medical grade silicone Connector 3.5 mm standard (different options) 
Mould Type/s Canal Mould Frequency Range 40Hz-20KHz 

Cable Exit Options Bottom (straight down) – Top (over ear) Sensitivity 105.5db 
Standard Cable Length 1.4 m Impedance @1KHz 50 Ohms 

 
Items included: 1 set of PACS Pro Filters, Carry Pouch, wax pick, user instructions, comfort cream 

 

 



 

Manufacturing IndustryMedia Presenters

 The PACS PRO Communicator offers the best of both worlds combining our flat
response hearing protection with high-fidelity speakers. The PRO Communicator
allows those working in noisy environments to stay in touch and in tune with their
surroundings and also connect to monitoring and communications systems with
confidence for crystal clear communications and highly accurate monitoring. The
PACS PRO Communicator gives you control of your sound environment and allows
you to perform in complete comfort and safety using the most natural filters and
speakers available. The Pro communicator can be fitted with all the different PACS
Pro filters to let as much or as little sound through as preferred.

Several filter options.
Medical grade silicone canal mould
Available in several colours
Option for a single-sided device
Opaque cable with 3.5 mm
connector

SpecificationsFor Who

Clear communication with the best protection -  (Pro Communicator)

Heavy Industry
Manufacturing
Energy Sector
Referees
Media
Hosts
Trade


